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microsoft is also offering windows security update (kb4482754) which contains a new tool to help harden the windows operating system against exploit. microsoft also offers an update for windows defender application guard (kb4482833) which will enable the
application guard in windows 10 for easier management. the best thing about windows 10 is you can customize your pc and set up your computer as per your need and preferences. the feature is already available in windows 10 versions. now microsoft is

expanding this feature further by introducing a feature called snap assist which will allow you to snap the app to a specific location on the screen. this feature is similar to what we see in android. if youre wondering why not in ios, the answer is it is still under
development. microsoft is also working on a new feature called scale on windows, which will allow you to scale your apps by changing the size. for instance, if you want to reduce the size of your photos, you can simply scale it down. this feature will be available to
all the apps in the windows store. in the future microsoft plans to bring more features like this, and it will eventually make it to the desktop operating system. microsoft is also working on the universal app for windows. this will allow windows apps to be made more

adaptive and can be used in a variety of contexts. in the future, developers can make their apps work on a variety of devices like phones, tablets, and pcs. microsoft is also integrating office apps with the universal app. microsoft is also working on a new feature
called universal windows apps (uwp) which will bring a lot of improvements to the user interface of windows apps. the support for a variety of new device types, such as virtual reality headsets and phones, is also being added.
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microsofts windows 10 upgrade policy makes for a more seamless upgrade process for its users. simply connect your pc to the internet, upgrade to windows 10 via settings, and youre done. and
best of all, microsoft will be rolling out windows 10 to more devices, including a number of smartphones and tablets, each month going forward. the upgrade process, however, is still not entirely

free of problems. some users have reported having a hard time upgrading from windows 10 home to windows 10 pro. or they have even encountered issues like the start menu not appearing
after upgrading to the next version. as such, you might want to read this microsoft support article to learn how to upgrade your windows 10 devices from home to pro. the new os will be bringing

over lots of new features, including some that will make you more productive. for example, onedrive will be one of the most noticeable changes. it will be bundled with a number of the most
popular microsoft apps like word, excel, powerpoint, and outlook. this will make it easier for you to access your onedrive content from within these apps. you can also sync files between your pc

and windows 10 tablet or windows 10 phone. another new feature, windows community toolkit, is designed to help developers build apps for windows 10. you can use this new tool to design apps
that can run on a pc, tablet, or phone. you can also customize the apps to match your specific device. it will be rolled out to developers in q4 2018. microsoft is also bringing some more visual

changes to windows 10. the most noteworthy one is the new dark theme option which lets you switch to a dark theme if you prefer it to the light theme. the dark theme option will be available as
an optional update. you can also access the dark theme from settings. you can also disable the dark theme if you prefer the light theme. its also worth noting that microsoft is rolling out dark

theme options for its microsoft edge browser and windows 10 s. 5ec8ef588b
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